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Illinois Senate Bill 2382 came into effect on January 1, 2009, granting law enforcement broad power to punish alleged sex offenders who utilize the internet to solicit sex from children.1 Albeit the new legislation is well-intentioned and focuses on the protection of children, such laws have traditionally
faced various challenges alleging unequal treatment and overly harsh punishments.2

LAYING THE GROUNDWORK FOR CHILD PROTECTION

Illinois Senate Bill 2382, frequently referred to as the “Internet Grooming Law” (IGL),3 prohibits any person from knowingly using a computer or internet media, including bulletin boards or other transmissions, “to seduce, solicit, lure, or entice” a child or their guardian to commit a sexual offense or engage in sex with a child.4 The new law punishes those convicted as class four felons.5 In this context, individuals face heavy penalties, including mandatory prison sentences of no less than one year and no more than three years, as well as public registration as a sex offender.6

Given the prevalence of online social networking and wide access to online media, the IGL is designed to protect children from sex predators who utilize technology as a means of seduction.7 Traditionally, public policy has overwhelmingly supported the protection of children, as have both local8 and federal governments.9 However, problems associated with creating laws to protect children from sex offenders are compounded due to definitional concerns and the problem of vigilantism.10 In some instances, individuals accused of sexually abusing a minor are subjected to physical confrontations, including vicious attacks by private citizens and confrontation from local media.11

Additionally, defining a crime of this nature can be problematic, particularly where contact or harm is not directly required. Suppose an individual knowingly uses an online social networking website and law enforcement considers their use to involve solicitation of minors, even though the individual has no intent to target a minor. Under the IGL, regardless of whether or not they intended to solicit a minor, the individual faces potential imprisonment of up to three years and12 public registration as a sex offender.13 If later charged under similar laws, that individual could face greatly enhanced punishment under Illinois’ recidivist (repeat) offender statute.14 Thus, the burden then falls upon lawmakers to carefully craft legislation that protects not only potential victims, but also those accused in sexual offense cases.15

Regardless of public policy concerns and the myriad of issues that arise when creating new legislation, lawmakers walk a thin line as two main viewpoints
have emerged, the “child advocate perspective” and the “civil liberties prospective.” Those embracing the child advocate perspective support harsher laws that penalize child predators, while those in favor of the latter believe these laws unjustly stigmatize and inhibit the civil rights of convicted individuals.16

THE CHILD ADVOCATE PERSPECTIVE

The “child advocate perspective” supports that protecting children is paramount and high penalties are necessary for those convicted of engaging in or attempting to engage in the sexual abuse of a minor.17 Indeed, protecting children is the focus of the new IGL as it targets only those engaged in, or attempting to engage in, sexual conduct with a child.18

Illinois State Senator Antonio Munoz backed the IGL.19 Senator Munoz believes that Illinois is taking positive strides in combating child predators in the State.20 He explained, “I believe we need to take every possible step to ensure that children throughout the State of Illinois are protected from sexual predators.”21

Illinois faces legitimate, serious concerns when combating child predators in the State.22 Given the fact that 5,596 sex crimes were committed in Illinois during 2007 alone, local politicians have a vested interest in punishing those convicted of sexual offenses, particularly those committed against children.23 Of the 5,596 sex crimes, 2,733 (49 percent) were committed against victims age 16 and younger.24

Although the Illinois Attorney General and individual defendants have yet to challenge the IGL, a review of its text makes it apparent that legislators crafted the law to avoid arbitrary punishment while still permitting wide latitude by setting the mental state at “knowingly.”25 This means that individuals must make some conscious, knowing action to commit a crime before being punished. Additionally, lawmakers attempted to create a high level of deterrence as the IGL works in conjunction with the Illinois recidivist enhancement statute, which results in enhanced sentences if a victim is a minor, or prison sentences of up to ten years for repeat offenses.26 The purpose of such enhancements is to authorize enhanced sentences to deter the defendant or others from committing the same crime.27
On this basis, supporters of the child advocate perspective find that expanding state laws to punish child predators more severely will protect more children and deter future crimes, particularly given the emerging threat that modern advances in technology and the internet pose to potential victims.\textsuperscript{28}

THE CIVIL LIBERTIES PERSPECTIVE

In contrast, the “civil liberties perspective” considers the heavy toll inflicted upon individuals convicted under the sex offender laws, including the new IGL.\textsuperscript{29} Legislation such as the IGL may have an adverse impact on those convicted, including: harsh treatment, stigmatization, and public humiliation.\textsuperscript{30}

While child advocates point to the necessity of legislation that more harshly punishes sex offenders who target children, a disconnect has arisen.\textsuperscript{31} For instance, a recent investigation conducted by forty-nine state Attorney Generals found that the sexual solicitation of children via the internet does not pose a significant threat.\textsuperscript{32} Where no significant problems exist, then the rate of repeat offenders that target children is also very low—two factors that together suggest that sex offender laws may at times be poorly planned or overly harsh.\textsuperscript{33} Indeed, if crime rates are low, then why are additional penalties required?

The IGL includes the mental state of “knowingly,” which indicates an elevated mental state to charge and convict an individual. However, the law also includes broad language that encompasses a wide range of conduct.\textsuperscript{34} Civil liberties advocates argue that whether or not an individual convicted under such a law is actually guilty or wrongfully convicted, the punishments imposed lead to stigmatization, labeling, and castigation.\textsuperscript{35} Though civil liberties advocates believe that child sex abuse should be punished, they believe that legislators too often focus on “Draconian legislation aimed at sex offenders.”\textsuperscript{36} Even if a charged defendant is found innocent, the negative connotation of child sex abuse charges coupled with the public nature of proceedings could lead to severe stigmatization and the damaging of one’s reputation in the community, job market, and other realms.\textsuperscript{37}

Although the protection of children is paramount in our society and laws, civil rights advocates call for legislation that would punish sex offenders but avoid
draws undue attention to those convicted under such legislation by way of public registration as a sex offender or other means.\textsuperscript{38}

\textbf{PUBLIC POLICY COLLIDING WITH INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS}

Although addressing paramount public policy concerns, rape and sex offender laws become problematic because they are often strict liability offenses, requiring a very reduced mental state and sometimes no intent requirement at all to face conviction.\textsuperscript{39} Crafting the IGL to require a particular mental state and to avoid strict liability punishment is likely to give rise to judicial and jury misconceptions.\textsuperscript{40} For example, there is no available precedent because the IGL has just come into effect. Thus, a case involving a defendant charged for showing offensive internet material to a minor may also be charged under the new law even if he had not met the requisite mental state or did not intend to solicit sex.\textsuperscript{41}

Problems abound as victims, arguably, suffer no harm because the IGL covers attempted solicitation. Indeed, it is possible that there is no victim if an individual posts to an online message board available to the general public, but the posting is not targeted at a specific child and no child ever reads its contents.\textsuperscript{42} If an individual was indicted under the IGL for an online posting, regardless of whether or not he is ultimately convicted, he faces public stigmatization, humiliation, threats to employment, and threats to personal safety in his community.\textsuperscript{43}

However, child advocates believe any subsequent effects of punishment are greatly outweighed by the public’s interest to protect children from a new mode of attack.\textsuperscript{44} Accordingly, punishing an individual for making an online posting is entirely justified.\textsuperscript{45} “I don’t feel the regulations which protect our children from sexual predators are too harsh,” Senator Munoz stated. He explained further, “In the digital age we live in, sexual predators can now get to our children through the internet and other electronic means. [The IGL] brings current statutes up to date so the internet cannot be used to lure children to the predator.”\textsuperscript{46}

Conversely, civil liberties advocates would find the effect of charging an individual under the IGL has unduly harsh and stigmatizing effects, particularly where there is no clear victim.\textsuperscript{47} As one author found, stigmatization of sex
offenders occurs “by creating registries to deter recidivists while simultaneously 
trying to ‘brand’ and ‘shame’ each offender.”48 Although the protection of 
children is important, it cannot be used as a catchall excuse to impose harsh or 
disproportionate punishments on convicted sex offenders.49 In our legal sys-
tem where punishments must fit crimes, it may be haphazard to impose a 
devastating punishment on an individual, especially in situations where there 
may not be any victim or intended victim.50

Because constitutional challenges to sex offender laws often fail, it falls upon 
lawmakers to rectify the opposing child and civil liberties views, to balance the 
protection of children with the sanctity of individual rights, and to avoid dis-
proportionate or stigmatizing punishments. However, because it is unlikely 
that such laws will ever be scaled back or repealed, despite the best efforts of 
civil liberties advocates, it may be public awareness that has to change in order 
to reveal the true impact of such laws on both offender and victim.
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